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㤞㫾ͅ⩻ৰせσͺ̯ȠλȠ̸喆ࢦښȠΌȠࡰ喇
㍍叿䫔ℕ㛇䘬焏ᶾ䓴ㆸ⯙⑩˭
⼴炻厗♜䴻ẍᶱ⌟䴻㔯䘬ℏ⭡Ἦ
ṳ䳡厗啷ᶾ䓴炻⍇Ἦ忁ᾳᶾ䓴㗗
䓙㮀䚏怖恋⤪Ἦ䳗≓䳗ᶾ⛐⚈⛘
ᾖ埴㗪啘佺⼿Ἦ䘬厑啑埴炻㮀
䚏怖恋⤪Ἦ᷎ᶼ䘤栀奒役媠ἃ炻
⍰䘤⣏ず⽫炻侴⼰ᶵ⭡㖻䘬ㆸ⯙
Ḯ⤪㬌匲♜㶭㶐䘬⠫䓴ˤ⛐˨厗
♜䴻炽厗啷ᶾ䓴⑩˩ᷕ嫃↢Ḯ㔜
ᾳ厗啷ᶾ䓴䘬䳸㥳炻䯉╖䘬婒炻
厗啷ᶾ䓴㚨ᶳ朊炻㗗ὅ䨢廒侴
ỷ炻䨢廒ᶲ朊㚱ᶨᾳ㍍ᶨᾳ䘬桐
廒炻桐廒ᶲ朊㚱楁㯜㴟ˣ㛝㛝咖
厗炻⚃␐㗗ẍ慹廒Ⱉ⚵丆叿炻ἄ
䓐㗗ᾅ嬟叿忁ᾳᶾ䓴ˤὅ䴻婒
㔜ᾳ厗啷ᶾ䓴↮䁢ᶱ栆烉

嬻ㆹᾹ⮵ἃ㱽䓇崟➭⭂䘬ᾉ⽫炻
⽆侴Ḯ妋ᾳᷕ䘬佑䎮炻两侴㈲
ἃ㱽⮎嶸㕤䓇㳣ᷕ炻䚜⇘ᾖㆸ嫱
㝄ˤ

λȠᅠⱭ⩎ҵⰺ
㗗暄栆ᶾ䓴炻䁢䚉嘃䨢⽏㱽䓴䘬
䃉㔠暄栆ᶾ䓴炻ḇ䁢焏夳倆䓇
夳˭ˤ㒂ἃ䴻婒烉ẍ枰Ⱉ䁢
ᷕ⽫炻⢾␐⚵䁢ℓⰙℓ㴟炻℞㴟
㯜䘮䁢ℓ≇⽟㯜炻㚱㶭楁ᷳ⽟炻
㓭䧙楁㯜㴟ˤ侴Ⱉ檀䁢ℓ叔䓙
㖔炻㶙ℍ㴟⸽ᶳḇ㗗ℓ叔䓙㖔炻
℞⸽䁢⚃㕡⼊炻⤪⣏戭䚌炻⚃␐
ℙᶱ⋩Ḵ叔䓙㖔炻䃉㭼⺋⣏ˤ℞
ᷕ䫔ᶫⰙ⢾㚱渡㴟炻℞⢾㚱揝⚵
Ⱉ炻⼊ㆸḮ枰⚃⣏㳚烉㜙⊅䤆
㳚炷⺿⧮㍸炸ˣ⋿䝣悐㳚炷散㴖
㍸㳚炸ˣ大䈃屐㳚炷䝧旨⯤炸ˣ
⊿ᾙ⺔㳚炷櫙╖崲炸ˤ⏦䫱䛦䓇
⛯ỷ㕤⋿朊䘬散㴖㍸㳚ˤ

̯ Ƞ ᅠ Ҋ ҵ ⰺ
咖厗厗啷ᶾ䓴䁢⋩幓℟嵛⚻㺧䘬
䚏况恋ἃ⯭ỷ䘬ἃ冒⠫䓴炻ᶨ
↯ἃ⚳⛇悥⏓㓅⛐㬌ᶾ䓴ᷕ炻㬌
䁢ˬ嫱ℍ䓇夳˭ˤ㟡㒂㛔ⷓ㮀
䚏怖恋⤪Ἦ䘬ὅ⟙℟嵛ᶱᶾ攻炻
ᶵỮḺᶵ⥐䣁炻⍵侴Ḻ䁢圵㓅炻
䃉䩖䃉䚉䘬炻忁㗗ἃ㝄䘬ㆸ⯙ˤ
⯙ἃ䘬ὅ⟙侴妨炻㬌厗啷ᶾ䓴⬱
䩳⼿朆ⷠ匲♜炻㗗ἃㆸ⯙㶭㶐≇
⽟⼿Ἦ䘬匲♜䚠䉨炻侴忁ṃ匲
♜嗽嗽⃭念Ḯ㔜ᾳ㱽䓴炻䚖䘬㗗

⋿䝣悐㳚⍰⎵敘㴖㍸ˤ敘㴖ᷫ㧡
ᷳ⎵烊㍸炻㡝婆㳚ᷳシˤ㓭⍰ἄ
敘㴖㳚ˤ㬌㳚䚃䓊敘㴖㧡炻⍰↢
䓊敘㴖慹炻⌛⤥慹⛇ᷳシˤ㬌㳚
ỵ㕤枰Ⱉ⚃⣏㳚ᷳ⋿㳚炻㓭⍰
⎵⋿敘㴖㍸ˣ⋿䝣悐㳚ˤἃ䴻姀
庱炻㬌㳚⋿䊡⊿⺋炻䷙⺋ᶫ⋫䓙
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㖔炻Ṣ朊Ṏ⁷㬌⛘⼊ˤ⚃⣏㳚
ᷕ炻ⓗ㬌㳚ᷕ㚱厑啑⮯䘣㬋奢炻
䳸慹∃⹏ˤ

㭷ᶨᾳᶾ䓴悥㚱ᶨᾳἃ⚳炻悥㚱
ᶵ⎴䘬㔁⊾ᷣ炻㔁⊾ᶵ⎴䘬䛦
䓇ˤ⍰⎗ẍḮ妋ㆸ⚈䁢䛦䓇ᶵ⎴
䘬㤕⟙ㆾ⚈䁢㗗ἃ䘤䘬ᶵ⎴䘬
栀≃炻ẍ℞栀埴ㆸ⯙䘬ᶵ⎴⚳
⛇炻⛐䴻㚠ᷕ昛徘⼰⣂ˤ

̸Ƞλࡰ䛼㤞㫾ͅ⩻
⌛䃉怲晃䘬⚳⛇炻慵慵䃉䚉⚳
⛇炻䁢焏妋埴䓇夳˭ˤḴ⋩慵
厗啷ᶾ䓴炻厗啷ᶾ䓴䘬䫔⋩ᶱ慵
㗗㭿䚏怖恋⤪Ἦ嫱⼿䘬⚳⛇炻
⎵⦹⧮ᶾ䓴炻⋩㕡ᶱᶾᶨ↯媠ἃ
悥ỷ㬌⚳炻⤪烉大㕡㤝㦪ᶾ䓴ˣ
㜙㕡喍ⷓ䎱䐫ᶾ䓴ˣ℄䌯㶐⛇
䫱ˤ姀⼿忁㗗䫔⋩ᶱ焏慵˭䘬ᶾ
䓴炻ᶵ㗗䫔⋩ᶱ焏Ⰼ˭炻⚈䁢Ⰼ
㗗ᶨⰌ㗗╖ᶨⰌ䘬炻侴慵㗗慵
䔲ˣ慵慵䃉䚉ᷳシˤẍ⦹⧮ᶾ
䓴ẍ⢾炻怬㚱⼰⣂慵厗啷ᶾ䓴炻

㉿㿍
䷥㊔侴妨炻⼊ㆸ厗啷ᶾ䓴炻昌
Ḯᶲ徘㍸䘬䨢廒ˣ桐廒ˣ楁㯜
㴟ˣ⣏咖厗ˣ廒⚵Ⱉᷳ⢾炻怬㚱
廒⚵Ⱉ䘬⎘朊ˣ⮞⛘ˣ楁㴟ˣ楁
㱛ˣ㜿㧡炻䷥ℙ⋩䧖匲♜䚠䉨炻
⤪㗗⋩䧖䚠䉨ㆸ⯙ḮᶨḀἃ㝄ˤ
ᶳ㛇⮯㚫娛䚉↮㜸ᶨḀἃ㝄䘬㮀
䚏怖恋ἃ炻厗♜䴻ẍᶨ⑩ᶨ⌟䴻
㔯䚉徘ˤ
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˨暊ᶾ攻⑩˩㗗˪厗♜䴻˫ᷕ䘬Ḵ⋫ᾳᾖ埴㱽攨炻䓙㘖ㄏ厑啑䁢䔞
㨇䛦ẋ䛦䓇⎹㘖岊厑啑䘤⓷炻䷥ℙ䘤↢ḮḴ䘦ᾳ⓷柴炻侴㘖岊厑啑
㕤㭷ᾳ⓷柴ᷕ婒↢Ḯ⋩ᾳ䫼㟰炻⌛⋩ᾳᾖ埴㱽攨炻㓭ℐ⑩䴻ᶨℙ㚱
Ḵ⋫ᾳ㱽攨炻ㆸ䁢Ḯˬ㘖ㄏḴ䘦⓷炻㘖岊ℑ⋫愔˭䘬Ἓ娙炻䴎⼴Ṣ
䞼嬨厗♜䴻䘬ᶨᾳ慵天㊯⋿ˤ

⻨

せσ嗦҄へ◩ࠓ䕡喧
䴻㔯炷őĲĶĲōōĲ炸烉ἃ⫸炰厑啑㐑姞啑㚱⋩䧖⊌䱦忚ˤỽ䫱䁢⋩烎媪烉

 ᪈ࡅ̯ܶⱭ⩎ࠓ䕡喣
 ⌠ࠓ∄̯ܶڔ䕡喣
 ⌗̯ܶͅ⩻ࠓ䕡喣
 ԝ㵻̯ܶ㤘㫘ᝯႧࠓ䕡喣
 ⏴䮓̯ܶⱭ⩎ᘐࠓ䕡喣
 ₑᖞ̸̯ܶᘐ䖂㠕ࠓ䕡喣
 ᦖⵣ̯ܶⱭ傃ࠓ䕡喣
 䶇◩̯ܶⱭ⩎ҋ⌴⌗Ⱬࠓ䕡喣
 ӊ丹̯ܶ䀧Ҋࠓ䕡喣
Г̯ܶັҵ⮵ᖸₐોࠓ䕡喣
㗗䁢⋩ˤ
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厗♜䴻ᷕ炻㍸⍲䘬䱦忚䷥㊔㚱ᶱ䧖烉

✘

ᶨˣġ塓䓚䱦忚烉シ媪厑啑ᾖ┬埴炻䘤崟⣏娻栀䘬シ㦪炻≯〵ᶵ
徨炻⤪⎌Ṣἄ㇘ᶲ昋ㇻṿ炻⃰埴塓叿捏䓚炻溻崟≯㯋炻⦩≃⋩
嵛炻ᶵ䓇䓷ㆤ炻ᶵ䓇徨⽫ˤ

⻨

Ḵˣġ㓅┬㱽䱦忚烉シ媪厑啑ᾖ媠┬㱽㗪忚嵋ᶵ〗ˣ⽆ᶵ徨廱ˤ
ᶱˣġ⇑㦪㚱ね䱦忚烉⌛⇑㦪ᶨ↯㚱ねἄ媠ḳ㤕炻⊠⊾䛦䓇炻⊌䫾ᶵ
ㅰ炻⊌ᾖἃ忻ˤ
䱦忚侭炻埴侭℟㬌⽟炻Ữ⽭枰䫾⊌ᶵㅰˤ㕤ẍᶲ⋩ḳ侴妨炻῀劍
暊幓暊⽫炻ᶵ傥婒㗗⊌ᾖἃ≇⽟烊Ữ厑啑㈲㛔㚱䘬䱦忚⽟䚠炻≈ẍ
ᶲ徘ᶱ⽫䘬䫾⊝炻⇯⎗ẍ㔁⊾䛦䓇ˣ⎗ẍ㶙ℍᶨ↯㱽ˣ⎗ẍ♜㶐ᶨ
↯ᶾ䓴ˣ⎗ẍ㹭昌ᶨ↯䛦䓇らˣḇ⎗ẍ㬊〗ᶨ↯ᶱら忻劎烊⍰䁢Ḯ
ᾖ埴ᶨ↯厑啑⬠ˣ⍰䁢Ḯ㐏䟜ᶨ↯䛦櫼侴埴䱦忚烊ᶼ栀䁢ᶨ↯䛦
䓇ἄ㶭㶐䛤ˣ㫚゛ὃ梲ᶨ↯媠ἃˣ㚜ⶴ㛃Ẍᶨ↯⤪Ἦ䘮〱㬉╄炻
ẍ厑啑ᶨ⭂天⬱ỷ㬌䱦忚㱽攨炻ㇵ⼿ẍ℟嵛⤪Ἦ䃉ᶲ䱦忚㲊伭囄ˤ
℞⮎炻厑啑ᾖ埴炻ⷠ埴≯䋃䱦忚炻➭⭂ᶵ䦣炻忁䧖㭭≃⍲㰢⽫炻傥
⮵㱣ㅰ⿈䘬佺㯋炻㗗⬠ἃ侭ヶᷳ⬠ᷳˤ
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彚濙⋩Ḵ㚰⇅ℓ㖍㗗ἃ旨ㆸ忻
㖍ˤ⛐忁ᶨ⣑炻⮢昊灴㚫冱灖䲨
濱㱽㚫炻᷎ẍˬ潴ℓ䱍˭ὃἃὃ
䛦ˤ

梲⣒⫸ˤ⣒⫸㍍⍿䈏濏䘬ᶨ㜗ḛ
㯩炻℞ᷕ䘬伶␛⮎⛐䃉㱽嬔╣ˤ
梚⼴炻Ḽ橼忂㙊炻㻠㻠䘬《澴
瀈㯋濘ˤ㕤㗗㴱㱛忶Ⱡ炻崘⇘ụ
俞Ⱉ䘬ᶨ㢝䷩努䘬厑㍸㧡ᶳ潘∃
⹏ᶲ炻䪗⛸⿅ょ炻䳪㕤⛐⋩Ḵ㚰
⇅ℓ㖍⣄䜡㖶㗇侴攳ぇ嫱忻炻ㆸ
⯙㬋䫱㬋奢ˤ䓙㕤䈏伲濏ὃ梲ḛ
䲄䘬℠㓭炻⼴潻ᷕ⚳䘬ἃ㔁⼺ᷫ
崟侴㓰ᷳ炻㕤㭷濜彚濙⋩Ḵ㚰ℓ
㖍䔞⣑炻ẍḼ䧨⍲灰㝄䈑䄖䱍ὃ
ἃ炻䧙䁢ˬ潴ℓ䱍˭ˤ

ἃ旨ㆸ忻㖍䁢ỽ天䓐潴ℓ䱍␊烎
℞䶋䓙天徥㹗⇘ἃ旨ㆸ忻ᷳ⇵䘬
〱忼⣂⣒⫸炻Ṿ㚦ᾖ劎灖瀟濜炻
㖍梇ᶨ湣ᶨ湍炻ẍ㶉㱲䈑岒潻䟍
濓㯪忻䘬⽫栀ˤ㻠㻠⛘⣒⫸奢ぇ
⇘烉ᶾ攻䘬Ṣ徥徸䈑㫚炻激徟㕤
倚刚䉔楔ᷳᷕ烊忶ấṓ潢ˣ⚢䃞
澵瀮忼⇘妋僓炻⤪㝄➟叿㕤劎
灖炻⼺ἧ幓⽫⍿劎炻⼊⎴㝗㛐㬣
䀘炻ḇ澵傥嫱ぇ厑㍸炻㚨⤥㗗㌐
㡬劎潢Ḵ怲炻忶叿澵劎澵潢䘬ᷕ
忻䓇㳣炻ㇵ傥忚嵋妋僓ᷳ忻ˤ⣒
⫸㚱瀈忁ᶨ䔒橼ぇ炻瀈妋劎灖䘬
澵䨞䪇炻⌛暊攳劎灖䘬䓇㳣炻崘
ᶳ⯤濨䥒㱛炻嬻㶭㶐䘬瀘㯜炻㲿
⍣幓ᶲ䘬❊䨊ˤ䓙㕤⣒⫸⼊橼䗎
⻙炻䪇䕚᷷䃉濘䘬Ὰ⛐⯤濨䥒㱛
怲炻忶瀈ᶨ㚫炻⣒⫸ㇳ㒨Ⱡᶲ
✪ᶳ䘬㧡㝅㕡䪁崟潻炻崘澵瀈⸦
㬍炻⍰䘙Ὰ⛐Ⱡᶲˤ忁㗪炻㱛怲
㚱ᶨᾳ⎵⎓暋旨㲊潝䘬䈏濏炻⛐
㱛䓼䘬勱⍇ᶲ㓦䈏炻⤡⾥䃞䚳⇘
ᶨỵ䗎⻙䘬曺濜㱁攨㨓再⛐㱛Ⱡ
㕩炻⤥⁷㮓䃉㯋濘Ụ䘬炻⤡灅㗪
䓇崟⎴ね䘬⽫炻ㇳ㌏ḛ㯩⇵潻ὃ
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忁椾攳䴻㗗Ⓒẋ⤛䘯㬎⇯⣑
⮓炻℞㔯䫮ᷳ㙊枮⍲䱦䯉炻ᶼシ
佑㶙⤏炻⋫⣂⸜Ἦ晾㚱⼴Ṣ㫚⮯
⬫ᾖ㓡炻ỮṎ䃉㱽⍾ẋᷳˤ

ᔎ
⯣
ຄ
ℒ

䓐暁ㇳ⽆⛘ᶲ㌏Ḯᶨ㡺⛇㱁炻崘
⇘ἃ旨朊⇵炻⼨ᶾ⮲以ℏᶨ㓦炻
ᶾ⮲⯭䃞㍍⍿⤡䘬㱁⛇ὃ梲炻
⣏⻇⫸况⇑⺿⮎⛐䚳ᶵᶳ⍣炻⽫
゛忁⤛⬑寰㚱㬌䎮炻⾶⎗ẍ䓐㱁
⛇⎹ᶾ⮲攳䍑䪹ˤ⛐嶗ᶲ⮎⛐⽵
ᶵỷ炻⯙⓷ᶾ⮲忻烉ˬᶾ⮲炻∃
ㇵ恋ᾳ⤛⬑⫸炻㈲㱁⛇㓦忚Ἀ以
ℏ炻Ἀ䁢Ṩ湤嬻⤡傉櫏烎˭ᶾ⮲
⽖䪹䘬婒烉ˬἈᾹᶵ䞍忻炻㬌⤛
⋫䘦⸜⼴炻⚈䶋ㆸ䅇炻天⛐㜙暯
㖎⚳䁢䌳炻忁㗪⤪ᶵ⍿⤡㱁⛇ὃ
梲炻⤡⮯㚫䟜⢆ἃ㔁䘬炻忁㧋嬻
⤡䧖㬌┬㟡⚈䶋炻⤡⮯Ἦ 䘯ⷅ
㗪炻㚫ᾅ嬟ἃ㔁⻀㎂ἃ㱽䘬˭ˤ
䓙㬌⚈䶋炻ẍ⛐㬎⇯⣑䌳㛅㗪
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⺋ἃ厗♜䴻炻厗♜㴟㚫ἃ厑啑烍
ᶱ昋⼴炻䵕恋⁛㘢㱽ⷓ晬㷦侴㶙
㰱䘬倚枛炻䶑䶑⛘ⓙ↢烋⋿䃉㘖
岊䌳厑啑烍䘬俾嘇㗪炻ℐ⟜ᾉ䛦
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攳Ģġ
䓙㕤㱽ⷓᾹ悥㗗Ἦ冒ᶵ⎴⛘㕡炻
⛐ⓙ婎ἃ嘇㗪炻䓙㕤㺼嬗䘬ᶵ
⎴炻ḇⷞ䴎ᾉ䛦Ᾱ⎎ᶨ䔒䘬橼
㚫冯㱽╄炻ἃ嘇枛倚⃭⠆㔜ᾳ㭧
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㗗㫉㱽㚫⍫冯䘬ᾉ䛦䔘ⷠ巜帵炻
㱽㚫䘬䫔ᶨ⣑炻㖑ᶲḅ㗪炻㳒揀
ᶱ⎑炻䔞ᷣ㱽夳䞛㱽ⷓ䪁⛐⣏㭧
ᷕ⣖䘬呚⛀㗪炻溻倚㔚♖炻㱽㚫
攳⥳炻懜倚庽庽䘬㔚ㇻ叿烋⣏㕡

㭷⣑㘂婚炻咖䣦⬱㌺Ḯ㊩婎˪⛘
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㱽㚫㚨⼴ᶨ⣑炻ᶳ⋰Ḵ㗪〕婳ㄏ
妋⣏⯂ἄᶱ㗪专⾝䘬ᷣ㱽ˤ䓙
㕤㭧➪䘬㒢姕㚱⇍㕤㠩䘯㱽㚫炻
⚈㬌ᷕ⋰⇑䓐䓐梸䘬㗪攻炻㨇
≽䳬䘬佑ⶍ厑啑⛐㱽ⷓᾹ䘬㊯⮶
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ᶨ忋ℓ⣑䘬⸜䳪㠩䘯㱽㚫炻㚨⼴
⛐ᶨ䇯䵧⭮䘬ἃ嘇候ᷕ炻⚻㺧䳸
㜇炰䣰栀ἃ旨䘬ヰ㍍⺽炻ἧ⼨
䓇侭傥㖑䓇㶐⛇炻⛐侭傥䤷ㄏ
䵧攟炻⤪シ冒⛐Ģ

䓙㕤ᾉ䛦Ᾱ䅙䁰䘬⍫冯炻滳➪⹏
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䛦㚳⍳炻㛔䣦ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽ⷓ啱叿
⣏冯滳➪䘬䪋ⶍ炻忪䘤崟Ḯ倗
㬉倂梸ˤ
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⋩㚰⋩ᶫ㖍炻㛔䣦怨婳Ḯ㍍役
ᶨ䘦⚃⋩ỵ▱屻Ἦ⍫≈ˬ滳➪┇
䓐炻倗㬉倂梸˭炻楁䧵⺂䘬佑ⶍ
ⷓ⥸Ᾱ⣏㶭㖑⯙Ἦ㸾⁁ˤ

ḅˣἃ䧖ᶵ㕟ġĩ䀺䁷⅔Ī

Ḽˣ㺧⛘㱽⮞ĩ䁠⋿䒄䪥柕㲍Ī
ℕˣ㱽廒ⷠ廱ġĩ檖厄㺟慹憅Ī
ᶫˣ≇⽟䃉慷ġĩ䓇厄ᶱ卯Ī
ℓˣ㱽㯜攟㳩ġĩ哫劬湝Ī

⛐䓐梸忚埴ᷕ炻椾⃰䓙ỷ㊩㱽ⷓ
䘤堐Ḯデ嫅娆⼴炻ㆹᾹḇ怨婳Ḯ
⻝⽿䥡ⶍ䦳ⷓ炻㣲列㶝姕妰ⶍ䦳
ⷓ䁢⣏⭞䵄⎰⟙⮶ㆸᶨ㦻䘬慵⺢
忶䦳ẍ⍲忯⇘䘬⚘暋烊⎎⢾ㆹᾹ
ḇ怨婳Ḯ㛔䣦䘬嬟㱽炷ぇᾖ炸昛
㼌⏦⯭⢓ˣ傉ㅚ㔯⯭⢓烊屯㶙佑
ⶍ㱽㔯炷屨䌱䪈炸⯭⢓炻╄ㄞ炷
㹓⼔⁾炸⯭⢓炻㕘ᶨẋ⸜曺佑ⶍ
⽫㘢炷⋨⽿㎂炸⯭⢓炻楁䧵⺂ᷣ
⺂⽫㶭炷⎠⼺䌱嗕炸⯭⢓䫱䁢⣏
⭞↮ṓṾᾹ冯咖䣦䘬溆㺜炻⣏䛦
⛐庽檮ケ⾓䘬䑘⠫ᶳ炻⚻㺧Ḯ㗗
㫉倂梸ˤ

ᷕ⋰⋩Ḵ㗪㬋炻埴➪ㇻ㜧⼴炻滳
➪⣏攨晐⌛⣏攳烊⛐ỷ㊩⣑⚈㱽
ⷓ炻⣑圵㱽ⷓ⺽柀ᶳ⣏䛦欂屓忚
ℍ滳➪炻倂梸㗗ẍ㍉䓐冒≑䘬㕡
⺷忚埴ˤ䔞⣑倂梸䘬厄╖⤪ᶳ烉
ᶨˣ侩⮹⸛⬱ġĩ呠寮僸Ī
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况炻㭷ᶨ䕭况ᶨ军ᶱṢᶵ䫱ˤ

䔞忚ℍ䕭况㗪炻侩ṢᾹ䛤ᷕ悥䵣
㓦↢ᶨ䧖㬉〭䘬刺炰䔞㓞⇘䥖
䈑㗪炻㚱Ṣ䍵侴慵ᷳ⛘㈲⬫㓞啷
崟Ἦ炻㚱ṃ⌛㗗ἧ䓐炻Ṏ㚱ッᶵ
慳ㇳ炰
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㭺ㇳ䘬㨇㚫ˤ⤡䓐憅⇢ℍ⮷䘬
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ġġġġ㕤㗗俾Ἦ⇘忁㇞Ṣ⭞Ḇ梇炻
⣏⣒⣒␥⨊⤛䚃ᶨ以梗ὃ梲Ṿˤ
俾ᶵ偗㍍⍿炻᷎㯪夳⤛ᷣṢˤ
⣏⣒⣒冒⽾⭡尴ㄼぜ炻ᶵ゛夳
Ṣ炻㓭␥⨊⤛ὃ梲Ṣ⼴ὧ婳Ṿ
暊攳ˤỮ⨊⤛㔠㫉婳㯪炻俾ṵ
ᶵ栀暊攳炻➭㊩天夳⤛ᷣṢˤ⣏
⣒⣒夳Ṣᶵ偗暊⍣炻䃉⣰⎒⤥
㍍夳ˤ

忶Ḯᶨ㭝㗪㖍炻⮷⣒⣒⛐⎬䧖㞍
嫱ᶳ炻徸㻠㆟䔹⣏⣒⣒㗗䛇㬋䘬
⃯ㇳˤ䓙㕤╒⫸ᷳ䖃炻≈ᶲ㚱ṯ
㛒⟙ᷳデㄐ炻⮳⌛␥䳪ˤ⽫㆟
⿐【侴㬣䘬⮷⣒⣒炻䁢⟙㭢⫸ᷳ
ṯ炻㈽䓇䁢⣏⣒⣒䘬⤛炻攟⼿
⭡尴䪗㬋炻⣏⣒⣒冒䃞⮵⤡䕤ッ
㚱≈ˤỮ⤛攟⇘ᶨ㬚⯙␥䳪炻
Ẍ⣏⣒⣒㭷⣑ォ劎ᶵ梇炻ずㄇ嘇
⒕㚜⊅㕤忶⍣䘬⮷⣒⣒ˤ

俾䚳夳⣏⣒⣒咔柕❊朊ˣㄼぜ
ᶵ⟒炻᷎娎⚾䓐ㇳ怖㍑炻㕤㗗⓷
⤡䁢ỽ⤪㬌烎
ġ
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⤛炻悥朆ⷠ溈ㄏ⎗ッ炻⌣ᶨᾳ
ᾳ㬣⍣ˤ㚨⼴忁ᾳ⤛炻⛐天↢
⩩㗪ḇ㬣Ḯ炰⮎⛐Ẍㆹォㄪず
゙炻䖃ᶵ㫚䓇ˤ˭

䨊炻ẌṢ暋ẍ月役ˤ
ġ
俾⓷⣏⣒⣒烉ˬ⤪㬌ᶵ㶐ᷳ
幓炻⥛ỽẍ屒⾝ᶵ㌐烎˭
ġ
⣏⣒⣒デ⇘ハ军㤝炻ὧ䩳⇣
⮯⤡❳吔炻᷎婳㯪俾䁢冒⍿
ㆺˤ

俾⓷忻烉ˬぐᶰ⣓䘬⮷⣒⣒㗗
䁢ỽ侴㬣烎˭
ġ
⣏⣒⣒倥Ḯ朆ⷠ暯樂炻⽫゛烉ˬ
Ṿ䁢ỽ㚫䞍忻忁ẞḳ烎˭

㫉㖍炻⣏⣒⣒ὅ俾㊯䣢炻⇵⼨
⮢ᷕ⍿ㆺˤỮ⮷⣒⣒⿐【㛒㴰炻
⊾䁢㭺噯炻㑳⛐嶗ᷕ炻㫚㬣⣏
⣒⣒ˤ⣏⣒⣒䁢㭺噯㑳炻䃉㱽
⇵埴炻侴⣑刚㻠㘂炻⤡ᶵ䤩⽫
䓇⾾䓷烉ˬㆹ㫚军⮢ᷕ⍿ㆺ炻㬌
噯䁢ỽᶨ䚜㑳ㆹ⍣嶗烎˭
ġ
俾䞍忻㬌ḳ炻⌛⇵⼨㌺妋ˤ⣏
⣒⣒夳⇘俾⇘Ἦ炻⌛㬉╄⛘〕
㔔枪䥖ˤ

俾⮵⤡婒烉ˬ⼭ぐ㡛䎮⬴䔊炻
ℵ⏲姜ぐġˤ˭
ġ
䔞⣏⣒⣒㡛䎮⬴⼴炻俾⍰徥
⓷烉ˬ⮷⣒⣒㗗䁢ỽ侴㬣烎˭
ġ
忁㗪炻⤡䶀満ᶵ婆炻⽫ᷕデ⇘
ハ叔↮ˤ
ġ
俾婒烉ˬ⥛㭢Ḯ⮷⣒⣒䘬
⫸炻嬻⤡ォㄪず゙军㬣ˤ⚈㬌炻
⤡ㆸ䁢⥛䘬⅌⭞炻⇵⼴ᶫ㫉㈽偶
䁢Ἀ䘬⤛⣕㉀侴㬣炻㫚Ẍ⥛ず
ㄇㄪ 侴㬣ˤ⥛䎦⛐⍣㍊夾㢢ᷕ
⤛䘬⯵橼炻䚳䚳㗗⏎⬴⤥⤪
⇅烎˭
ġ
⣏⣒⣒ᶨ䚳炻⯵幓䴻⢆䇃冕

俾⮵噯婒烉ˬ⥛䁢⟙㭢⫸ᷳ
ṯ炻⇵⼴㈽䓇ἄ⣏⣒⣒䘬⤛
䴻ᶫ㫉炻⼤㬌Ḻ䳸⅌ṯ炻Ἦ䓇⊊
⽭⍰⮯Ḻ䚠ṯ⭛炻⅌⅌䚠⟙䃉㚱
Ḯ㛇ɃɃ⃀䭉⤪㬌炻忁ṃ伒忶炻
⯂⎗⹎僓烊Ữ㗗炻⤪㝄⥛䎦⛐晄
䣁⤡⍿ㆺ炻晄Ṣ⍿ㆺら⟙䓂⣏炻
⮯䓇䓇ᶾᶾ⡖ℍ⛘䋬炻䃉㚱↢
㛇炰˭
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㭺噯倥倆俾攳䣢⼴炻䞍忻⭧ᶾ
䘬⚈䶋㝄⟙炻⽫ᷕ䘬⿐【⥼⯰⇶
㗪⅘扟炻Ỷ柕⿅ょᶵˤ

⎌⽟ḹ烉ˬ⅌⅌䚠⟙ỽ㗪Ḯ烎˭
⣏⣒⣒ˣ⮷⣒⣒ᶵ㖶⚈㝄炻ṯ【
㛒㴰炻⚈侴⼤㬌⅌⅌䚠⟙炻䓇䓇
ᶾᶾ㈧⍿䃉慷劎㝄ˤ⸠⤥㚱旧伭
㻊䁢ḴṢ攳䣢⊾⮶炻㔁Ẍㆢ〼⭧
㤕炻㕡傥⇵⩴䚉慳炻廱ら䶋ㆸ┬
䶋ˣ㱽䶋ˤ
ġ
ᶨ↯䛦䓇悥㗗ㆹᾹ忶⍣䘬奒䛟炻
䘮㚱ἃ⿏炻䘮䔞ㆸἃˤ媪ˬ㛒
ㆸἃ忻炻⃰䳸Ṣ䶋ˤ˭ㆹᾹㅱ䔞
⬠佺厑啑ヰ⽫⺋⣏炻ᶵ⾝冲ら炻
ᶵㄶらṢˤẍ⅌奒⸛䫱䘬⽫慷炻
⊾妋ら䶋炻⺋䳸┬䶋炰

俾奨⮇⼿⹎⚈䶋䴻ㆸ䅇炻晐
⌛䁢ℑṢ䤅栀烉ˬ⥛ᾹℑṢ䓙㕤
⭧ᶾら㤕炻Ḻ䚠゙⭛⟙ṯˤ䎦⛐
⼤㬌ㅱ䔞妋⅌慳䳸炻ᶵ天ℵらシ
䚠⎹炻忶⍣忈䘬䧖䧖伒忶炻⽆
㬌〱㔠㹭昌ˤ˭
ġ
㚨⼴炻ᶨṢᶨ噯Ḻ䚠ㆢ〼⇵ギ炻
噯⚈倆㱽≇⽟炻㕳⌛␥䳪炻㌐⍣
噯幓炻㈽䓇Ṣ忻ˤ
ġġġġ
⣏⣒⣒倥倆俾攳䣢炻Ṏ⽫攳シ
妋炻䩳⇣⽆俾⍿ㆺ炻㬌⼴䱦忚
ᾖ埴炻嫱⼿枰旨㳡㝄ˤ
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䁢┬䁢ら悥㗗ᶨ⾝攻ˤ℞⮎ṢṢ悥℟㚱㶭㶐䃉㝻䘬冒⿏炻⎗㗗炻ㆹ
Ᾱ䘬⽫⼨⼨塓屒ˣ䜳ˣ䃉㖶䫱䄑゙呁哥叿炻㕤㗗ὧᶵ⼿冒⛐炻⎒㚱
䴻ⷠ㳣⛐䖃劎䄑゙ᷕˤ
ˬ㖶⽫夳⿏˭㗗天ㆹᾹ⤥⤥⛘娵嬀Ḯ妋冒炻奨⮇冒䘬崟⽫≽
⾝䧖䧖⿅゛⽫⾝䘬嬲⊾炻劍傥㖶ぇ冒⽫炻⯙傥⽡夳冒䘬㛔Ἦἃ
⿏侴ㆸἃ忻炻ὧ⎗ˬ夳⿏ㆸἃ˭ˤ
ἃ㔁䘬䴻℠ᷕⷠ䓐ᶨ朊掉⫸Ἦ嬔╣ㆹᾹ䘬⽫炻劍掉⫸㖶Ṗ炻℞≇
傥⎗ẍ䄏夳叔䈑炻Ữ⤪㝄掉⫸塓㱁⠝呁哥Ḯ炻⇯ᶵ傥䄏夳䛇⮎䘬㜙
大ˤẍ炻ㆹᾹ⽭枰ⷠⷠ㒎Ṗ⽫ᷕ䘬掉⫸炻嬻凔劍㘢ㄏ䄏夳䛇⤪㛔
⿏ˤ
⎌Ἦ姙⣂檀⣏⽟德忶劎埴ˣ婎䴻ˣ⾝ἃˣ⍫䥒ˣㇻ⛸ˣ㚵⊁⣏䛦
䫱ḳ䚠ᶲ䘬ᾖ埴炻Ἦ䢐拲冒䘬⽫⿏炻䳪傥⣏⽡⣏ぇ炻㖶⽫夳⿏炻
ㆸ⯙ἃ忻ˤ
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㚱ᾳ侩佩⛐冐㬣⇵炻゛㈲
屉䓊↮䴎ᾳ⿏ˣ埴䁢㚨ㆸ䅇
䘬⬑⫸炻㕤㗗Ṿ゛Ḯᾳ㱽
⫸炻㈲ᶱ⃬⻇⎔Ἦ⸲⇵婒烉
ˬㆹ゛㰢⭂怢䓊䘬↮惵炻Ữ
ᶵ䞍忻娚⾶湤↮㭼庫⤥炻傥
ᶵ傥婳ἈᾹ⸓ᾳ⾁烎㭷Ṣ㊧
ℑ⻝䳁炻ᶨ⻝⮓ᶳ冒䘬⃒
溆炻ᶨ⻝⮓ᶳ⎎⢾ℑᾳṢ䘬
仢溆炻䃞⼴ℵ㈲ℑ⻝䳁㊧䴎
⎎⢾ℑ⃬⻇䯥⎵炻ᶵ䭉㗗⃒
溆怬㗗仢溆炻⮓⼿グ⣂炻ᶼ
グ⾓⬴ㆸ忁ẞḳ䘬Ṣ炻⯙傥
↮⼿㚨⣂䘬屉䓊ˤ˭ᶱ⃬⻇
倥⇘㊯䣢⿍⾁䄏彎炻᷎冯䇞
奒䲬⭂昼⣑㖑ᶲ⛐Ṿ䘬攻
㎕㙱䳸㝄ˤ
䫔Ḵ⣑ᶨ⣏㖑炻ᶱ⃬⻇⯙倂
普⛐侩佩⇵炻⎒夳侩
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⭂䤆攺炻䇞奒㕤㗗⓷Ṿね㱩
⤪ỽ炻侩ᶱ婒䴻䌚⼿ℑỵ
⒍⒍䘬䯥⎵⎴シḮ炻䇞奒
朆ⷠ樂姅炻⓷Ṿ㗗⾶湤彎⇘
䘬烎
侩ᶱ婒烉ˬㆹ⮓冒⃒溆䘬
忁⻝㗗䨢䘥䘬炻⮓⒍⒍仢溆
䘬恋⻝䳁ḇ㗗䨢䘥炻ㆹ娵䁢
冒㰺㚱⃒溆炻ṾᾹ㰺㚱仢
溆炻ṾᾹ㍍⍿崟Ἦᶨ溆ḇᶵ
⚘暋炻䔞䃞朆ⷠ⎴シ炻⯙⸓
ㆹ䯥⫿Ḯˤ˭
侩佩㍍叿⎓ℑỵ⒍⒍㊧↢
ṾᾹ䘬⃒溆冯仢溆㶭╖ˤ侩
佩䚳Ḯᶨᶳ䪹Ḯ䪹炻ℑṢ
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㗗炻⣏⒍冒娵䁢䘬⃒溆⌣㗗
Ḵ⻇䛤ᷕ䘬仢溆烊䚠⍵䘬炻
Ḵ⻇冒娵䁢䘬⃒溆炻㬋㗗⣏
⒍↿冱䘬仢溆ˤℑṢ䚳冒
䘬奨溆∃⤥⋿廭⊿廵ˤ
侩佩夳侩⣏ˣ侩Ḵ䇕➟ᶵ
ᶳ炻㕤㗗⍰ℵ⓷侩ᶱ炻㚱㰺
㚱Ṩ湤⤥⺢嬘傥⸓ṾᾹ妋
㰢ˤ
侩ᶱ婒烉ˬㆹ⺢嬘ṾᾹ⃰䯥
ᶳ⮓冒仢溆䘬恋ᶨ⻝䳁炻
⤪㝄⃰㈧娵冒䘬仢溆炻⮵
㕡ḇ㚫⎴シἈ㚱⃒溆ˤ˭
ℑỵ⒍⒍倆忻炻ὧ䄏叿⮷侩
⻇䘬娙娎娎炻䳸㝄㝄䃞䘮⣏
㬉╄炻⮓ᶳ仢溆⃒溆䘬ℑ
⻝䳁悥枮⇑䌚⼿䯥⎵⎴シˤ

䘬ℑ⻝㶭╖ᶲ䘬䯥⫿㗪攻↮
⇍㗗⋩溆ᶨ↮⍲⋩溆Ḵ↮炻
ⶖ嶅⎒㚱ᶨ↮揀ˤ冯ℑỵ⒍
⒍㶭╖ᶲ⇍Ṣ䯥⫿䘬㗪攻㔜
㔜ⶖḮĳĵ⮷㗪ẍᶲˤ
侩佩㊧䴎ᶱ⃬⻇ᶨṢᶨᾳ
ᾉ⮩炻墉朊㓦㚱ᶨ⻝䳁㡅炻
ᶲ柕⮓叿烉ˬ⍇Ἦ天⇍Ṣ㍍
⍿Ἀ䘬怷廗⼰䯉╖炻⃰㈧娵
冒㚱仢溆炻⃒溆ㇵ㚱ㆸ攟
䘬䨢攻ˤ⍇Ἦ天⇍Ṣ㍍⍿Ἀ
䘬㕡㱽㗗恋湤䘬䯉╖炻⃰橼
㚫⇍Ṣ䘬デ⍿炻ᶵ㗗⃰ᾅ嬟
冒䘬デ⍿ˤ˭⍇Ἦ⃒溆
仢溆䘬䓴䶂᷎ᶵ⛐ㆹᾹ幓
ᶲ炻㗗⛐⇍Ṣ⽫ᶲˤ

侩佩⽖䪹⛘溆溆柕炻㭼⮵
叿ᶱ⃬⻇䘬㶭╖炻℞ᷕᶱ⻇
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䨩䃞炻⺂塷⁛Ἦㇻ䟜䚌⫸䘬枧倚炻䃞⼴ᶨ䇯㰱⭪ˤ
⫸㛃叿Ṿ䇞奒炻婒忻烉
ˬᶨ⭂㗗⩥⩥ㇻ䟜䘬ˤ˭
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ˬ⤡㰺㚱伝Ṣˤ˭
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ˬ厗♜⚺剹˭㬉彶⣏⭞㈽䧧炻
↮ṓ⽫嶗㬟䦳炻⬠ἃ⽫⼿ˤἮ
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The Heart Without Anxiety

Appreciate surrounding matter with loving heart
Deal with each person or matter with sincere heart
Conduct own duties with obligated heart
Review own mistake with humble heart
Share other’s happiness with joyous heart
Help others in need with compassionate heart
Keep up proper ideal with invariable heart
Endure people who have offended us with broaden heart
Appreciate every thing we have with grateful heart
Pass on successful experience with selfless heart
Accept the reality has happened with unexceptional heart
Encounter the greatest loss with settled heart
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DECONSTRUCTING
RELATIVE REALITIES
By : Alex Lin
whether we are maintaining a safe driving distance!

As we carry on with our daily life, our
mind is constantly evaluating differences in our surrounding. For instance,
when we approach a drink bar to get
a beverage, from afar the mind can
already recognize a bunch of objects
on the counter that looks like drinking cups. Upon closer inspection, the
mind may notice paper cups from glass
cups, used cups from clean cups, or
bigger cups from smaller cups and so
forth. Almost immediately it can decide
on the cup we would use for the type
of drink we wanted. Our mind does
this by differentiating and reducing
our preferences at incredible speed.
In another example, when we drive a
car, our mind continuously tracks our
car's distance to the car in front of us. It
detects if that distance is short or long
and then determines if that amount can
sufficiently keep us safe. As it collects
more information through various driving experiences, it may incorporate
new conditions into the existing. For
example, our mind may discover that a
safe distance for when we are traveling at 25 miles per hour is very different
than at 60 miles per hour. There may
also be other factors to consider such
as road conditions, weather, etc. Pretty
quickly our mind will have formulated
complex layers and web of cross connecting conditions just to determine

By nature, to differentiate is to create
a distinct entity by including or excluding parts from an existing entity. These
entities can be as inclusive or exclusive
as the mind wants it to be. In the cup
example, the mind has worked through
the process of identifying an entity of
"drinking cups" and created from it a
new entity called "my drinking cup".
This new entity can be of tangible objects (my drinking cup) as well as intangible concepts and rules (safe driving
distance). The new entity is itself an
outcome that gets pulled into another
process to produce additional layers of
outcomes. The "meaningful" outcomes
as interpreted by the mind are memorized as experiences and get reused in
a future process. This ability to recall
an experience is what allows us from
having to relearn a task every time we
repeat it, such as driving a car.
As we repetitively perform seemingly
similar tasks, these "meaningful" outcomes can change and get re-evaluated. At some point, certain outcomes
become so predictable that the mind
differentiates it as a "real" condition. For
instance, no matter how hard you can
hit a golf ball, it always falls back to the
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on what is "real" from what is "not real".
Therefore what the mind concluded on
is merely one relative reality bounded to
earth's perspective. Taking this a step
further, are we bounded by other perspectives? Isn't our mind also bounded
by our flesh and organs? As such, what
information our mind receives is from
what our eyes can see, what our ears
can hear, and our other sensory abilities. If so, then isn't our sense of reality
merely another relative reality bounded
by our body on earth?

ground after some time. So while the
mind has the capacity to imagine a golf
ball flying out to space, it is conditioned
to not worry at all about losing the golf
ball in this way because it is deemed
"impossible". Of course, if we were to
see a golf ball flying out to space, then
that would send a shock through the
system, and this pre-conditioned rule
will then have to be re-evaluated.
On the other hand, this rule would not
apply very well if we were space travelers because in space, the golf ball
would indeed fly indefinitely away from
us. All of a sudden, this rule that golf ball
always falls isn't so "real" anymore. So
what has happened? Has our mind disfunctioned and therefore concluded on
an incorrect result? Perhaps our mind
tricked us? Well the good news is no,
the mind is not broken. Here on earth,
we and the golf ball are bounded by
gravity and physics. Our mind operated
within this perspective and differentiated

Every one of us lives in our own unique
world of kaleidoscopic perspectives.
Undoubtedly we will have formed
complex layers of relative realities associated with these perspectives. This
paper was intended to raise awareness
to such conditioning, but in the process,
will inevitably have introduced more.
So rather than ending this article with a
conclusion and drawing yet another, it
shall simply end with this dot.
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Story with Inspiration

SEEING THE GOOD AND THE BAD
Translated by : Meg Lin
how he was able to accomplish that so
quickly. The youngest son replied, “The
paper with my good traits is empty, as I
don’t think I have any in particular. The
paper with my brother’s bad traits is
also empty, since I don’t think they have
any bad traits. This was very easy to
accept for everyone; hence they signed
the papers immediately.”

There once was a wealthy old man
with three sons. Nearing the end of his
life, he wished to give his inheritance
to the son whose personality and behavior was most mature. Hence, he
devised a strategy and called his sons
to his bedside. “I would like to ask your
help in determining how to allocate my
inheritance” he said. “Could each of
you take 2 pieces of paper and on one
piece of paper, write down good traits
about yourself. On the second piece of
paper, write down bad traits about the
other two brothers. Then have both of
your brothers sign both pieces of paper.
The one who completes the task the
quickest, and has the most good or
bad traits listed, will receive the most
inheritance.”

The father then called the two eldest
sons into the room and asked to see
their lists. He read the lists of good and
bad traits each had written and smiled
as he saw that what one had listed as
his own good traits, were actually listed
as a bad trait by the other.
Seeing that the two still cannot reach a
consensus, he asked the youngest son
if he had any solutions. The youngest
brother said, “I suggest that each of
them sign the paper listing their own
bad traits. If you accept your own shortcomings, it is easier for others to recognize your strengths.” Hearing this, the
two eldest sons tried what their brother
suggested, and was happily able to get
both papers signed by the other.

The three brothers immediately set out
to accomplish the task, and agreed to
meet back at their father’s bedside in
the morning.
The next morning, the three sons congregated outside their father’s room.
The two eldest sons were locked in
debate trying to get each other to sign
their lists. The youngest son sat quietly
to the side. Seeing this, the father called
the youngest son and asked him what
was happening. The third son reported
that he had already obtained both signatures from his two elder brothers. The
father was very surprised and asked

The father smiled and nodded as he
looked at the papers from his three
sons. It took the youngest son only one
minute to obtain the signatures, while
it took the two elder sons twenty-four
hours to reach an agreement and sign
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grow. To have others see things your
way is also easy, first you have to understand other people’s perspective
and feelings, and not be concerned
with protecting your own.” Thus, good
and bad is relative, and lies not with us
but in other people's perspective.

each others' lists.
The father handed each of his sons an
envelope. Inside was a note that said,
“To have others accept your reasoning
is simple, first accept that you have
flaws, so your strengths have room to

Story with Inspiration

SHORT STORIES
Our Expectations

Two sides to every story

After dinner, a mother and daughter
washed the dishes while the father
and son watched television in the living
room. Suddenly a boisterous clanging
sound of breaking dishes came from
the kitchen.

One day, a boy and his father walks
past a glamorous five star hotel. The
boy notices a man driving a very grand
luxurious car.
“That man driving that car must be very
rich!” exclaimed the boy.

The son then said to his father, “It
must have been mom who broke the
dishes.”

The father took a glance at the driver
and explained to his son, “But that man
could also be just the chauffeur.”

“Why would you say that?” asked his
father.

There are always two sides to the story.
Never assume what you see on the
surface is what it appears to be. We
should not be superficial when dealing
with matters; instead we should take a
step back and analyze the issue from
different perspectives.

“Because mom didn’t yell at anyone”,
the son replied.
Sometimes we can be hypocrites and
have a tendency to judge others and
ourselves with different standards. We
have high expectations for others while
we allow ourselves more leniency.

Just Five More Minutes
While at the park one day, a woman sat
down next to a man on a bench near a
playground.
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Translated by : Matthew Au

“My, you certainly are a patient father,”
the woman responded.

“That’s my son over there,” she said,
pointing to a little boy in a red sweater
who was gliding down the slide.

Then, looking at his watch, he called to
his daughter. “What do you say we go,
Melissa?”

The man smiled and then said, “Her
older brother Tommy was killed by a
drunk driver last year while he was riding his bike near here. I never spent
much time with Tommy and now I’d give
anything for just five more minutes with
him. I’ve vowed not to make the same
mistake with Melissa.

Melissa pleaded, “Just five more minutes, Dad. Please? Just five more
minutes.”

She thinks she has five more minutes
to ride her bike. The truth is, I get five
more minutes to watch her play.”

The man nodded and Melissa continued
to ride her bike to her heart’s content.
Minutes passed and the father stood
and called again to his daughter. “Time
to go now?”

Life is all about making priorities, what
are your priorities? Nobody can predict
what will happen tomorrow or even in
the next minute of time. Time is a precious gift and we should cherish every
moment we have. Give someone you
love five more minutes of your time
today!

“He’s a fine looking boy” the man said.
“That’s my daughter on the bike in the
white dress.”

Again Melissa pleaded, “Five more minutes, Dad. Just five more minutes.”
The man smiled and said, “OK.”
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GRAND OPENING OF DINING HALL
warm welcoming and explained the
tough times in which they encountered
through the process. She thanked everyone for their help and support.

The grand opening of the new Dining
Hall at 50 South Main Street took place
on October 17th 2009, with a feast to
celebrate. After almost twenty years,
the dining area is finally reopened to
the public with a brand new look. The
newly remodeled space can hold a capacity of more than a hundred people,
in hopes to accommodate more people
with comfortable seating while attaining
a more traditional dining manner. Our
Grand Hall was also been used as a
dining room in the past few years, and
attendees have lunch facing our Buddhas. At last, we finally have a formal
dining room. The attendance was overwhelming, with almost a full house. The
guests who were invited were mostly
volunteers or people that have been
helping assist the temple. Abbess Ven.
Tien Inn addressed the guests with a

Following the opening speech, a few
guests and volunteers were invited to
say a few things about the Avatamsaka
Buddhist Lotus Society from the past to
present.
Mr. Dennis Jang, who is the construction engineer in charge of the renovation. He has worked closely with the
masters to ensure that everything was
done to perfection.
Mr. Shien Wen Hu, (傉ㅚ㔯 ) has been
with the Huayen organization for a
very long time. He was involved from
the very beginning, playing a part in
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By : Matthew Au

In addition, their children can also learn
the teachings of Buddhism our youth
group program.

planning the Milpitas Temple when it
was first built in 1984.
Mr. David Ho, (屨䌱䪈 ) has also been
with the temple for a long time after it
was built. His generous donations and
time has helped the development of the
temple.

Mr. Steve Yang, is an architect who has
worked with ABLS for many years. One
of the issues he mentioned was the
security of the temple. At the moment,
people can freely access the property
at any time, which can cause a problem
for the masters at night. He is working
on an agreement with the state government to allow ABLS to build a fence
around the property.

Mr. Won Bun Hei, (㹓⼔⁾ ) is a devoted volunteer, providing the temple with
his time to help the daily operations.
Mr. Matthew Au, (⋨⽿㎂ ) a recent
volunteer amongst the youth group.
He is one of the members of the recently formed youth group at ABLS.
One of their goals for the future of the
group is to reach out to more people
in the Chinese-American Community.

The last speaker was Ms. Jenny Szeto,
who is the lead chef of the new kitchen.
She has dedicated a lot her time preparing and cooking on Sundays and
major events.
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ABLS YOUTH GROUP
VISIT NURSING HOME

wanted to know basic things like ‘what
day is it’ or ‘what is it like outside’. They
all seem to really appreciate the blankets and it was very easy to see that
By: Meg Lin they enjoyed having visitors to chat and
share stories with.

The ABLS Youth Group had our first
volunteer outing on December 13,
2009. A group of about 26 volunteers
gathered at the ABLS after lunch and
headed over to the San Tomas Convalescent Hospital. This is a nursing home
facility near San Jose, with about 129
long-term and short term care patients.
Some of the long-term care patients do
not have any family in the area, so we
wanted to sit and talk with them, and
also give out blankets to many of the
patients there to keep warm.

After talking to the seniors in their
rooms, we started handing out blankets
to patients that we met in the hallways.
The nurses also took us into other patient rooms where we gave out more
blankets. All counted, we delivered a
total of 60 blankets.
At the end of the visit, it was time for
group photos. As we gathered and
waited outside, everyone was smiling
and happily chatting with each other. I
think we all had a lot of fun, and I look
forward to our next volunteer event
together.

We had asked the volunteer coordinator, Vicky to give us a list of patients
without family in the area. When we arrived, Vicky gave us a list of 13 patient
rooms to visit. We started unloading
and opening the boxes with the blankets. Then, we split into teams of 2 and
went and visited each room. We met
with the seniors and chatted with them
for sometime. Many of them had interesting stories to share while others just

“A generous heart, kind speech, and
a life of service and compassion are
the things which renew humanity.”
-- Buddha
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learned to read and write in the language. I also attended Chinese School
every Saturday for twelve years and
there, I was taught to read and write in
Cantonese and Mandarin. Throughout
those years, I have received numerous
awards and attended a few competitions. I have participated in the 2003
Northern California Chinese School
writing competition, 2007 Nissan Car
Company Cantonese Speech contest
and won 7th place, and was constantly
getting the 1st place award in my class
every semester at Chinese School.

AWARD ESSAY FROM
ABLS SCHOLAR 2009
By: Cindy Duong
My name is Cindy Duong, and I am currently a senior at Piedmont Hills High
School. I am involved in extra-curricular,
and numerous community activities. My
parent’s are immigrants from Vietnam.
My family consists of my father, my
mother, and my two older brothers, one
who has graduated from San Jose State
University, and the other still attending
the University of California-Davis, both
as computer engineering majors. My
father works at an electronic company
as a test technician and is the only one
working to support our family of four,
once five. In addition, my mother is a
homemaker and does not drive, which
has been extremely difficult to go anywhere or find money to spend leisurely.
As a result, I realized how important it
is to be conservative and frugal at a
young age. As a level-headed person,
I rarely ask my parents about going to
the movies or the mall on weekends as
other students at my age does often.

With this knowledge, I have encountered many situations in life where I
was able to communicate and help
translate for others. I have also translated instructions from nurses and doctors for patients after surgery, prior to
going home, at the Regional Medical
Center of San Jose. In middle school,
our orchestra was privileged with the
opportunity to go to Japan. There, I
picked up a few sayings and I hope to
continue to learn the language. I value
this knowledge that I have, and I hope
to continue more studies of different
languages in the near future as well.
At my time at Piedmont Hills, I have
taken many of the most challenging
courses offered at this school: English
1 (Accelerated), English 2 (Accelerated), Calculus AB (AP), Statistics (AP),
Chemistry (Honors), Biology (AP), Biology Lab (AP), etc. While doing so, I
have been able to place in the top 10%
of my graduating class. In extra curricular activities, I have been a dedicated
member of the Key Club, California
Scholarship Federation, Spanish Club,

Because my parents are born in Vietnam but of Chinese decent, I was given
the ability of learning five languages as
a young child. Therefore, I can speak
English Vietnamese, and three dialects
of Chinese: Cantonese, Hakka, and
Mandarin fluently. From my high school
foreign language class, I have taken
three years of Spanish in which I have
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be like in the medical field in both the
day time and in the middle of the night.
I realize how fortunate I am every time I
reflect upon the things I’ve experienced
in the hospital. Being able to observe
normal stitches and staples to Foley
procedures done on both adults and
children by nurses where they place
in a urinary catheter, to observing concussions, gunshot wounds, craniotomy
procedure and even an endotracheal
intubation. It is because during the time
spent, I was able to help people-patients, nurses, and doctors- help make
a difference in their lives. I’ve learned
that one must go out and experience
new things to be benefited rather than
keep ones’ distances just to feel safe.
That is why even though I am only a
volunteer, everyone was very informative whenever I asked a question and
taught me as much as possible after
seeing that I was genuinely interested
in learning.

and Red Cross Club. In fact, I enjoy being in the Red Cross club and helping
others so much that I am CPR certified
for one year and First-Aide certified for
three years. As an active member of the
most notable community service clubs
in the area, I have volunteered at the
AIDS walk, March of Dimes, Relay for
Life, Pumpkin Patch, baked pies for the
homeless during the holiday season,
provided presents and activities for
disadvantaged children. In addition,
I have been elected as the Spanish
Club Historian and Publicist as well
as California Scholarship Federation’s
Senior Representative, in which I have
kept archives of important events and
helped organize and run meetings. In
my junior year, I was also a part of the
high powered Piedmont Hills’ Supreme
Court in Leadership. I have taken a
pivotal role in writing the school constitution and made rules for the school
and entire student body which consist
of over 2200 students.

Everything seen in the hospital was just
extremely fascinating. Being able to see
doctors interact with different people of
various sicknesses each day and trying to help cure them touched me so
much that I knew for a fact that this is
definitely something I am willing to do
for the rest of my life. It is a difficult field
to study in, but with dedication and hard
work, I am motivated to be able to make
a significant contribution. Moreover, my
volunteerism at the hospital has further
confirmed my interest in pursuing a
career in the medical field as a future
nurse. Therefore, I will be attending the
University of San Francisco in the fall of
2009, in their rigorous four year nursing
program.

As a future nurse, I have been an essential and active volunteer at the
Regional Medical Center in San Jose
where I was well trained in the simple
hospital procedures such as how to
take vital signs, blood pressures and
temperatures right after patients come
out of surgery and process paperwork.
I have shadowed nurses in the Emergency Room, Operation Room, post
surgical unit, and post anesthesia care
unit and learned how a hospital operates. I am extremely dedicated in helping those who are in need.
Volunteering in the hospital definitely
gave me a direct insight of how life will
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they were able to make a foundation
for themselves by going to a community college and vocational schools. My
mom has a license for cosmetology,
and accounting. My dad studied electrical, and now works at Flextronics, an
electronic company. But since my father is the only person who makes the
financial contribution in this family, I’ve
learned so much to be conservative and
only spend money only on things that
are necessary. Now that I’m about to
attend college, and given that my other
brother is still in college as well, I really
don’t know how my parents are going
to be able to pay for college for the both
of us. Therefore, with the help from the
Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society, I
hope that I will be able to be one of the
qualifying recipients of your significant
scholarship. Thank you.

Growing up in a family with a father
who smokes every single day should
be quite ordinary after seventeen year,
however his addiction has seemed to
embarrass and frustrate me more and
more as I am getting older. In order for
people to stop smoking, one must have
the desire to do so. But as for my dad,
his stubbornness is irritating because
he will not listen and consider quitting.
Therefore, this has shaped and influenced me to discover solutions to reach
out to smokers who are obstinate. There
are so many people in the world who
know clearly that their health is at risk,
and other lives are in danger. But yet,
they continue their daily habits. Tons
of money is wasted on tobacco when
it can be used on significant causes
instead. If a solution is found, think of
all the lives that will be saved. There will
be less people with lung cancer, mouth
cancer, heart diseases, emphysema,
asthma etc. Due to this addiction, it has
given me the ambition to discover possibilities of saving lives all around the
world. If I am not directly involved with
the discovery that dramatically helps the
health of mankind, I could always make
a financial contribution to help promote
such potential and useful technologies.
Despite disliking my father’s smoking habit, I do however look up to my
parents. They are after all, the people
who have supported my brothers and
me all throughout our lives regardless
of our mistakes. They are the ones who
have pushed us and taught us to become a good person. For them coming
to America, without even knowing one
single word in English, without money,
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We hold meetings once a month:
usually on the first Sunday
of each month. If you are
interested or have any questions
please feel free to email us anytime.

ABLS has recently formed a youth
organization, "Avatamsaka Buddhist
Lotus Society (ABLS) Youth Group",
a subsidiary of Avatasaka Buddhist
Lotus Society. The purpose of the
ABLS Youth Group is to support
ABLS and help promote Buddhist
teaching, conduct charity relief, culture, education, and social services.

Edward Ting:
edting@gmail.com
James Lee:
wavemanlee@gmail.com

We are now recruiting new members who are dedicated and are
passionate about charity work to
join our Youth Group. Our group
consist of people of all ages, so
everyone is welcomed. We strongly
recommend teens to participate and
gain some leadership experience
through doing community service,
which will definitely prepare you
for college and your future.

Matthew Au:
matt.au.152@gmail.com

EVERYONE IS WELCOMED!
"Nobody can do everything, but
everyone can do something."
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Triple Gem Refuge and Five Precepts
Ceremony

refuge. It is, therefore, not out of mere
faith but with an open-minded attitude
and enquiring spirit that he begins
to practice the Buddha’s Teachings.
Date: March 28, 2010 at 1:30 pm
May 16, 2010 at 1:30 pm

Refuge Taking Ceremony for the
Deceased
When a person wishes to become a
Buddhist, the first step he takes is to
go to the Buddha, Dharma and Sangha
for refuge. Since Buddha’s time, taking
this Threefold Refuge has identified
a person as a Buddhist. The Buddha,
Dharma and Sangha also known as the
Triple Gem represent qualities which
are excellent and precious like a gem.
Once a person recognizes these unique
qualities after careful consideration
and is confident that the Triple Gem
can help lead him towards happiness
and Enlightenment, he or she takes

A family representative will attend a
Threefold Refuge ceremony on behalf
of his/her deceased family member.
Taking refuge is the first step on the path
to Enlightenment. Even if Enlightenment
is not achieved in this life, by taking
refuge in the Triple Gem, the deceased
Buddhist is more likely to have favorable
conditions for attaining Enlightenment in
a future life.
Date: April 10, 2010 at 4:00 pm
August 28, 2010 at 4:00 pm

SPECIAL EVENTS
Monthly Birthday Blessings
On the last Sunday of each month,
there will be chanting of the
Bhaiajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance and Offerings to the Buddhas. For those whose birth dates fall
within that month, you can participate

by joining in this chanting assembly
and receive special blessings of good
health and fortune. For more details,
please contact our ofce.
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CURRENT & UPCOMING ACTIVITIES
1) Celebration of Avalokitesavara Birthyday
March 28, 2010
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
2) Dharma Service for Ching Ming Festival
April 4 - 11, 2010
9:00 AM – 4:00 PM
3) Bathing the Buddha Celebration
May 16, 2010
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
4) Celebration of Guan Shih Yin (Akalokiteshavara) Bodhisattva Enlightement
July 25, 2010
8:00 AM – 1:00 PM
5) Ullambana and Sangha Day Celebration
August 15 – 29, 2010
9:00 AM – 4:00 PM

REGULAR ACTIVITIES: (8AM -- 1:30PM)
EVENTS

TIME

Avatamsaka (Hua-yen) Sutra

Every First Sunday

Samadhi Water Repentance

Every Second Sunday

1-day Avatamsaka (Hua-yen)
Retreat

Every Third Sunday

Bhaisajyaguru (Medicine Buddha)
Repentance

Every Fourth Sunday

Diamond Repentance

Every Fifth Sunday
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TO SUPPORT

The Avatamsa
Please ll in the following information to make monetary donation to support the ABLS Newsletter.
First Name:___________________

Last Name:___________________

Address: ___________________________________________________

City: ______________________ State:________

Zip: ____________

Phone:_____________________________________________________

Email:______________________________________________________

Donation Amount: $__________________________________________

Please mail this donation form along with a check payable to : ABLS
We will mail your receipt back to the address you provided above.
All donations are tax deductible.
Avatamsaka Buddhist Lotus Society
50 South Main St.
Milpitas, CA 95035

The offering of the Dharma excel all other offerings
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